CALLS FOR
189
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SERVICE
WRITTEN
WATCH COMMANDER: Stuart/Ditolla

19

TRAFFIC STOPS

30

BAKER ACTS

2

DATE: 2/26/2020

TYPE

CASE#

LOCATION

SUMMARY

Baker Act

20-18562

Red Fox Lane

Adult female transported for Baker Act

Burglary
Vehicle
Burglary
Vehicle

20-18527

Cherokee Court

20-18491

Calusa Court

Burglary
Vehicle
Burglary
Vehicle

20-18539

Clermont Court

20-18539

Clermont Court

Stolen
Vehicle

20-18541

Emerson Drive

Baker Act

20-18660

London Drive

Two unlocked vehicles broken into overnight, with shoes and an
AR15 stolen. Report by Deputy Lane.
One vehicle was accessed at 3:30AM (02/26). Gym clothes, Jordan
shoes, a space gray iPad air was taken from the unlocked vehicle.
Report by Deputy Lane.
One laptop taken from an unlocked vehicle. Report by Deputy
Denker.
Two wallets taken from the center console of the vehicle. (1) black
leather wallet containing a Capital One and American Express credit
card along with a driver’s license and other documents. (1) Small
red leather card holder containing (1) Chase credit card. Report by
Deputy McCarthy.
V1 reported that her vehicle was stolen overnight possibly by some
people she had sleeping over. Before the vehicle was entered
stolen, it was located back at the residence by Sergeant Weaver. V1
stated her vehicle was dropped off by an unknown male and no
longer wanted to pursue charges. Report by Deputy Sanchez.
Adult male transported for Baker Act

Larceny
(Grand
Theft)

20-18592

Redwood Street

Animal
Complaint
Crash with
Injuries

20-18636

County Road 304

20-18640

Seminole Woods
Parkway and
State Road 100

RP advised items were missing from her bedroom, to include gold
coins valued at over $2,000, a prepaid $100 Visa gift card, a prepaid
$25 green dot card and Florida Identification card. Report by
Deputy Prevatt.
Animal control requested LEO respond with them in reference to a
possible animal neglect case. ***Call still active.***
Law enforcement responded to a single vehicle crash with injuries
to the driver and front passenger. Both occupants were
transported to Advent Health Hospital for treatment. While
conducting the crash investigation, it was discovered that the
driver, S1, had a suspended driver’s license (with knowledge).
Deputies attempted to serve S1 with a criminal citation, but he fled
at the sight of law enforcement. A perimeter was established to
locate S1. While K9 was tracking for him, S1 appeared from the
wood line, and battered an Advent Hospital Security Officer to

continue his escape. S1 was subsequently captured by law
enforcement. Wall was transported to the Advent Hospital ER for
treatment from injuries suffered from the vehicle crash. S1 will be
arrested for driving while license suspended, with knowledge,
resisting law enforcement without violence, and battery on a
security officer. Report by Deputy Sanchez (Deputy Barnett FTO).

